By TIME TO ROLL p,2,1:51.2; 3,1:50; 1:48.2 ($803,625) by Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.4. Brother to ROCKIN IMAGE p,2,1:58.1; 3,1:57.1 ($107,406) by Warm Breeze p,4,1:54.3f. Dam of:

- **VANILLA HANOVER** p,3,1:56.1 ($80,024) by Big Towner p,4,1:54.4. 25 wins. At 2, second in Sweet-Drop S. at Maywood; third in ISOBIA S. at Maywood, IDOA S. at Springfield and Oil Burner LC (leg) at The Meadowlands. At 3, set Balmoral Park track record for Aged Pacers. Time To Roll's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2019. Thru July 25, sire of 22 winners, 13 in 200, including NORTHERN CADILLAC p,2,1:54.1, PIANNO ROLL p,2,1:56, AIN'T NO SECRET (M) p,2,1:56.2, ROJO CALIENTE (M) p,2,1:56.3, FOX VALLEY BRISTOL (M) p,2,1:56.3, etc.

**1st Dam**

- **APRIA AMIE** ($2,226) by Real Desire p,4,1:48.2. At 3, race timed 2:01.2. At 4, race timed 1:56.4. Dam of:
  - **MY MONA M** p,2,2:00; 3,1:54.4 (m, Yankee Skyscraper) ($49,188), 5 wins. At 2, second in Incredible Tillie S. (leg; third in leg) at Hawthorne; race timed 1:56.1 (3 times). At 3, second in Plum Peacly S. (leg) at Hawthorne; race timed 1:53.4. Now 5 and racing.
  - **WHO DEEN E** p,2,1:56.1; 1,4:15.51-'19; BT 3,1:53.3 (g, Sportsmaster) ($24,133). 8 wins. At 2, 14 (3-5-2) and race timed 1:59.2 in only start.

**2nd Dam**

- **TIME TO ROLL** p,1:48.2. Western Ideal p,1:48; Rich N Elegant p,3,1:56.4; Real Artist p,3,1:51.7. 20 wins. At 2, NJSS at The Meadows; third in NJSS Final at The Meadowlands. Dam of:
  - **VALLHALLA HANOVER** p,3,1:56.1 ($126,484), 19 wins. At 2, winner IL Topline S. at Greenup (in track record time), Lincoln and Charleston; third at Springfield and Martinsville. At 4, winner EC Series (leg) at Hoosier Park; second in EC Series (leg) at Hoosier Park; third in EC Series (Final) at Hoosier Park. Dam of 9 living foals of racing age, 7 raced.
  - **VERBATIM HANOVER** p,3,1:55, 19 wins. At 2, second in Incredible Tillie S. at Hawthorne; race timed 1:56.1; in LC (leg) at Hawthorne.

**3rd Dam**

- **VALDARE** p,2,1:50 ($196,138), 11 wins. At 2, winner IL Topline S. at Greenup (in track record time), Lincoln and Charleston; third at Springfield and Martinsville. At 4, winner EC Series (leg) at Hoosier Park; second in EC Series (leg) at Hoosier Park; third in EC Series (Final) at Hoosier Park. Dam of 9 living foals of racing age, 7 raced.
  - **VALERIN HANOVER** p,2,2:01.2f; 3,1:55; 4,1:54 (m, Big Towner) ($108,824). 12 wins. At 2, second in Sweet-Drop S. at Maywood; third in Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon. Dam of 6 foals, 8 winners, including:
    - **VALENTIN TOWNER** p,2,1:57.3; 1,55f (Big Towner) ($128,898). 36 wins. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows, Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon; third in Hanover Filly S. at Vernon. Dam of 8 foals, including:
      - **MADONNA** p,2,2:01.2f; 3,1:55; 4,1:54 (m, Big Towner) ($108,824). 12 wins. At 2, second in Sweet-Drop S. at Maywood; third in Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon. Dam of 8 foals, including:
        - **VALENTIN TOWNER** p,2,1:57.3; 1,55f (Big Towner) ($128,898). 36 wins. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows, Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon; third in Hanover Filly S. at Vernon. Dam of 8 foals, including:
          - **VALLARTA HANOVER** p,3,1:56.1 ($91,838) by Warm Breeze p,4,1:53.1. 12 wins. At 2 and 3. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows, Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon; third in Hanover Filly S., PASS at Liberty Bell. Dam of 6 foals, 8 winners, including:
            - **VALENTIN TOWNER** p,2,1:57.3; 1,55f (Big Towner) ($128,898). 36 wins. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows, Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon; third in Hanover Filly S. at Vernon. Dam of 8 foals, including:
              - **VALHALLA HANOVER** p,2,1:59.1; 3,1:56.1 ($91,838) by Warm Breeze p,4,1:53.1. 12 wins. At 2 and 3. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows, Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon; third in Hanover Filly S., PASS at Liberty Bell. Dam of 6 foals, 8 winners, including:

**4th Dam**

- **VALLHALLA HANOVER** p,3,1:56.1 ($60,024) by Warm Breeze p,4,1:53.1. 12 wins. At 2 and 3. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows, Breeders Filly S. and Hanover-Hempt S. at Vernon; third in Hanover Filly S., PASS at Liberty Bell. Dam of 6 foals, 8 winners, including:

**Consigned by Double RW Farm, North Henderson, IL**

**SWEET PASSION**

**Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Sired LC**

**Engagements**

- Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Sired LC
- Arden Downs - Hoosier S. #44 - Horseman's #112